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DIFFERENT REALIZATIONS OF A NON SUFFICIENT JET 
BY 
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8 1. !bIE RESULT 
Conjecture (THOM, [ll], Problem 3, p. 229). If en r-jet w E Jr@, p) is 
not Cs-su&ient, then w has an infinite family of realizations {fb} such 
that for OL#/& (the germs of) f. and fB are not topologically equivalent. 
The purpose of this paper is to establish this conjecture when p = 1. 
The case n= 2, p = 1 has been proved in [4]. 
The terminology involved is explained as follows. The jet space Jr(n, 1) 
consists of all real polynomials W(ZI, . . ., 2,) of degree <r with w(0) = 0. 
If w E Jr@, 1) coincides with the Taylor’s expansion up to degree r of a 
given Cr- (resp. @+I-) function f, then f is called a realizstion of w in 
drrl (resp. c%‘[~+~I). Here d[sl denotes the set of all germs of @-functions. 
An r-jet w E Jr@, 1) is w-sufficient in brr1 (resp. &‘~~+i]) ([2], [3], [a]), if for 
any two realizations f and g of w, the germs of the varieties f-l(O) and 
g-l(O) are homeomorphic. If there exists a looal homeomorphism h: 
(5Rn, 0) --f (XP, 0) such that f o h =g, then w is called CO-sufficient. 
It has been proved in [2] that Co-sufficiency is equivalent to v-suffioiency 
in Jr@, 1). Hence in this paper we shall abreviete both notions simply 
as suflkiency. 
Theorem. If w E Jr(n, 1) is not sufficient in 8’1~1 or in G?[,+~I, then 
there exists an infinite seqzlence (fi}ltN of redizations of w with mutu.ally 
mn homeomorphic (germs of) varieties ft-l(0). 
$ 2. !IbE PROOF 
We shall only oonsider the csse &[r+i] ; that for bIr1 is similar. The 
a&se n= 1 is trivial, we shall assume n> 2. 
Illustrative Example. The B-jet w(z, y)=~4--2222y3 E J5(2, 1) ad- 
mits a realization f(x, y)=(~z-9)s. The variety f(x, y)=O is singular (i.e. 
grad f = 0) along the sros x= f y s/2. Now adding perturbations such as 
f y2N (N> 3) and (00s l/y) exp ( - l/y2) to f will cause ostastrophic changes 
to the variety near Z= f ~312. Hence w is not suffioient snd in this way 
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one oan find infkritely many different realizations. (Similar examples: 
w=xs-2xyz~ J3, with f=(x-~2)s; 
w = xs - 3x95 E J6 with f = (x - y5/2)2(x + 2y69.) 
These examples suggest that the proof of the theorem should be divided 
into three steps. The first is to detect an arc for w (such as x = ys/s) along 
which a realization is singular. The second step is to construct such a 
realization. The final step is to construct infinitely many perturbations 
giving rise to inf?nitely many different realizations. 
Step 1. For a given (germ of) polynomial function g of n variables, let 
&I = @ E Bn : Igad g@)l = m% +, /grad g(x) I>. 
(On the sphere 1x1 =constant, Igrad g] takes its minimum on the points 
of Eg). By the Seidenberg-Tarski theorem ([5], p. 17), E, is a semi-algebraic 
set. Applying the Curve Selection Lemma ([7], p. 103; [IO], 5 3), one can 
find an analytic arc 
Lg: a=&(t), o<t<?j 
(each h(t) is a convergent power series) such that I(t) = (21(t), . . . , I+(t)) E E, 
A(O) = 0, A(t) #O for t>O. Observe that 2([0, 7)) is a semi-analytic set. 
We shall call such an arc in E, a Lojasiewicz arc for g. 
The most important property of LB is the following. Let Q < 00, ,u Q co 
be the numbers such that IA(t)] WC’, Igrad g@(t))] WV, (A(t) N B(t) means 
that A/B lies between two positive constants, for t>O and t small). Then 
Igrad g(x)1 > ~1x1”~ f or x near 0, where E>O is a constant. 
Now for the given non sufficient jet w, choose a Lojasiewicz arc L, 
and let ,u, Q be defined as above. Then we must have 
(2-l) P - >r, e 
since otherwise w would be sufficient ([a], Theorem 0 with 6 =r -p/e). 
(For non-sufficiency in &rr] we must have ,U/Q >r- 1 by KUIPER’S 
theorem [S]) . 
step 2. By rotating Q *, if necessary, we can assume that L, is 
tangent to the positive xi-axis. Then 
(2.2) W(Q)> w(q), i>2, 
where O@(t)) is the (lowest) order of the series A(t). 
Moreover, we may assume 
k(t) =K q= O(W). 
This can be achieved by changing the parameter t analytically (if neces- 
sary). (If &(t)=u&+ . . . . a,>O, then change t to ~=t(u~+~+r t+ . ..)W) 
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To sum up, we have put L, in the form 
(2.3) 
With the above preparation, we now state the main result in this step. 
Proposition 1. For a non sufficient jet w E Jr(n, 1) with a Eojasie- 
wicz are Lw of the form (2.3), there exists a realization IJI having the 
following properties : 
(1) q1=0 and gradv=O along the are L,. 
(2) y =yr +lyz, with yr analytic and w of the form y&r, ZZ, . . . . x,,) = 
=f(~qQ(n), x2, *a*, zn), where o&l) =z&11 119-1, u*(O) = 0, q E N and f is 
an analytic function. 
(3) q+(O) is semi-analytic (in a neighborhood of 0). 
(4) For any XI> 0 (21 small), the fun&ion 
(x2, a**, &:n) + gJ(4, 52, . . . . &a) 
admits the point (zs, . . ., zfl) = &(zrl~g), . . . , A&11/~)) as a non-degenerate 
critical point. 
Pro of. Consider the local Cl-coordinate transformation 
@1,~2, ***, Ga:n) + h~2-~2b-3?@1)), . . ..Zn-~n(U.(21)))=(Y1, .**,ytl). 
This transform&ion is 01 since 0(;5(t)) >p. The are L,,, is transformed 
into the positive yr-axis. Let us write win the coordinate system (91, . . . , y,,) : 
where g, gf, g+...t, are analytic fun&ions in a neighborhood of 0 in @. 
Observe th& 
g1 (Yl,O) = d(gd;luq) (n),:, (~1, O)=gj 0 ug(yl), j=2, . . . . n . 
Let e, ,u be the numbers such that 
and 
IWI - tQ 
Igrad W(Wl - PJ. 
Then by (2.1), ~/Q>P. By (2.3), IA(t)1 - lizl(t)l=N snd so e=q, tp=Ipll”l~. 
Hence 
I( g1 ho),~2 h/l, O)'~~~,~ (Y o,>I 1, - IVll’l 
where rl =& > r. 
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Thus the order of g (reap. gj, j= 2, . .., n) is greater than or equrtl to 
q(~+ 1) (resp. qr). This implies that 
is a Cr+l function, r-flat at 0. Now 
yz=w-P 
is a realization satisfying the property (1) of the Proposition. 
We shall construct an analytic function yr, sufficiently flat at 0, singular 
along l&, so that v = yl+ ye also satisfies (4). We repeat here some argu- 
ments due to LOJASIEWICZ [2]. 
As we mentioned above, the image 1([0, q)) of the are Lw is semi-analytic. 
This implies that there exists a system of pseudo-polynomials of two 
variables H&i, [), i=2, . . . . n, of the form 
ftQ-1 
ma, f)=P*+ ,& %(Zl)P 
where mf are analytic functions, such that for each x1:1> 0 (suffioiently 
small) 
(2.4) ~&l, ilr(laI1'*))=O 
(2.6) 
bHt 
v (Xl, ;11(1#'q)#o. 
This follows as a special case from the general theory of normal decom- 
position compatible with a given semi-analytic set (LOJASIEWICZ [6] p. 451, 
or [7]). (In our case, however, we can simply eliminate t in (2.3) to iind 
an Hg satisfying (2.4). Then an HC satisfying (2.4) with minimal degree 
also satisfies (2.5).) 
Put 
y&a, .'., xn) = &aN 2 (H&a, ~0)~. 
f-2 
The value of N will be deoided later. 
By (2.4) and (2.8) 
b2y1 det - 1 1 bxibx5 4.5k2 
along Lw. It is different from 0 for xi, >O. 
Now along .Lzo, we can write 
where 
PO(X) = det b27yl 1 1 - 9 ~&4x) =v bx4 bXj 
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(along L,), and each I” is independent of N. Let DN(~) denote the function 
obtained by substituting (2.3) into z x+’ I”, then 
D(s2) = 2 .!@fN y,(s) 
where yj(s) = J”(&sz)). 
By the definition of y2, DN(a2) is an analytic function of 8. We now 
show that DN(S2) $ 0 for all large values of N. In fact, the set of values 
of iv for which DN = 0 consists of at most q(n - 1) elements. For if DN = 0 
for ~(n - 1) + 1 different values N = Ni, . . . , Nv(+i)+l, then since ~~+1)(8) # 0 
((2.6)), we would have 
1 4% . . . BPNl 
. . . EO 
1 @XI+1 . . . OPNPi-1 
where CT=@, p =q(n-- 1). But th e value of the above determinant is 
(- Ilk rLi<i<P+l (aNi-- #i) (for some k), which is not identically zero. 
Now choose N so that DN(S)$O, then due to analyticity, oN(a2) # 0 
for all positive s (s small). This implies condition (4), for the function 
q~ = yr + pz. Moreover, if iV> r also, then ~JJ remains a realization of w. 
It is clear that condition (3) is implied by (2). The proof of Proposition 1 
is complete. 
Step 3. A proof of the following lemma will be given in $ 3. 
Lemma 1. There exists a sequence {AgjiC~ of closed subsets of [0, oo) 
with mutually non-homeomorphic germs at 0. Moreover, the germ of each 
Ar is not locally connected. 
Notation. For a subspace X of nn, let X denote the set of all x E X, 
such that no neighborhood of x in X is homeomorphic with ‘@-I. 
The ideas in this step are best explained in the following. 
Example. Let w(x1, . . . . ~~)=x11_~ &ax+? in Jr(n, I), r>3, $=l. Take 
9 = w, L,= the positive xi-axis. Let &: ‘Z$ + [0, 00) be a C”-function, flat 
at 0, with &i(O) = At. Then the realizations fi = y + pt give rise to mutually 
non-homeomorphic germs of varieties. Observe that ji-l(o) is homeomorphic 
with At. 
The general case is slightly more complicated. 
In the following, q is the function in Proposition 1. Firstly, we shall 
select an open semianalytic subset U, of nn containing LEO\(O), U, C 
C (0, co) x X3%-1, in which 
(2.6) 
where rn> 1 is a constant. 
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In fact, U, will be a horn-shaped set (a so-called horn-neighborhood) 
of the form 
where the value of m is to be determined. 
Observe that, by the conditions (2) and (4) in Proposition 1, the 
inequality 
(2-V 4:2 g4 
z( ) 
2 > 2yl2 ,i2 1~4-%(15111'*)12 
defines in the (21, . . ., zn, q)-space a semi-analytic set E, oontaining the 
arc (-L\W) x PI in its interior. Therefore by LOJASIEWICZ regular sepa- 
ration theorem for semi-analytic sets ([7]) (of. [8], p. 14), there exists m 
such that the set 
H, = {(z, 7) : q2 + 2132 -At( 15111’*)12 -=c 21~112+“) 
which contains (L,\(O)) x {0}, is contained in E. 
Now for z E U,, (~1, )zI]~) E H, and so by (2.7) we have (2.6). 
Let y(n, a.*, x,) >O be a C*-function, flat at 0, y= 0 outside U,, y> 0 
on L,\(O) and 
(The construction of such a y is easy). 
BY (2.6) 
P-8) grad (v + Y)@) f 0 
in U,, except possibly along L,. But y >O along L,\(O), the variety 
(y+ y)-l(0) is disjoint from L,\(O). Hence (p’+ y)-i(0) is a manifold of 
codimension 1 in Uw. 
Now let /$st: 8 + [0, l] be C”-function, flat at 0 E Y$ and @r(O) =A$, 
where A4 are the sets in Lemma 1. We also assume I@/dxl 1 g 1. We claim that 
are the desired realizations. 
Consider Vi =/i-l (0). We shall now show that for i # j the germs of Vi 
and V, are non-homeomorphic. Clearly it is sufficient to prove that P, 
and p’ are non-homeomorphic. Suppose that a homeomorphism h exists 
between these two, we shall then derive a contradiction. 
By (2.8) and by the choice of /$, 
L,(4)=V4n T7w={~~~~:~~L,,~l~A4}. 
So by our construction, we have homeomorphisms 
I74 n VW m At, for every i E N. 
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The germ of the image A(&#)) intersects um only at 0, since otherwise 
we would have Aa = A,. Hence 
h(L,(~J\{O}) c s,\u,. 
Clearly P\ 0, = Vg\ B w, where V=@(O), for any i E N. The set r is 
semi-analytic (see Lemma 2 below), hence so is vi;\e, and hencte both 
are locally connected ([7], Prop. 3, p. 76). But h(LJ~)\{O}) is open in 
&\uw (since L,(a)\(O) is open in rgb) and is not locally connected (Lemma 1) ; 
this gives rise to another contradiction. Therefore h does not exist. 
Lemma 2. If X is a semi-analytic set, then so is X. 
A proof is given in the next section. 
$ 3. PROOFS OF LEMMAS 1 AND 2 
Proof of Lemma 1. Let P CQ be given. We define by recurrenoe 
the derived sets #‘(1)=(x EF: fl{z,},,,, zn &F, xn#z, zn-+x} and p(n)= 
=P(n- l)( 1). It is clear that for compact subsets E, F C Y3, if for some k, 
E(k) = $4 and F(k) #$& then there does not exist a continuous injection 
F-tE. 
Now let A,=z-, uj:af~A} where A={O, 1, 4, $, . ..}. 
Since 
We now show that At( 1) =&-I. For a given y E At(l), choose a sequence 
xn E Al, xn # y, xn --t y, and write 
%=al,n+...+&,r 
where each ok,, is of the form l/m. Then lim++oo Q,~ = 0 for at least 
one k( 1 g k < i), since otherwise each a~,~ could take only a finite set of 
different values, xn can not tend to y. Now, by replacing xI by a suitable 
subsequence, if necessary, we can assume that lim,,, o. 9, n exists for each 
j. Hence lim xn =& lim q,,, E At-i. 
Now take Ao= (01, A-1 = 8, then An(m) =An+ 
1 
=P, if n<m 
#P, if n>m’ 
Hence if p <n, there does not exist a continuous injection A, + A,. In 
particular, A, is not homeomorphic to A, if n#p. 
Proof of Lemma 2. Since X is semi-analytic, X admits a regular 
stratification X= u MC in the sense of Whitney [7], where eaah stratum 
Mg is a connected semi-analytic manifold. By Corollary (10.2) in [9], any 
two points of a same stratum have homeomorphic neighborhoods in X. 
Hence for each i, either Mt C X or Mg n X= @ That is, X is a (locally- 
finite) union of semi-analytic strata, hence is semi-analytic. 
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